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GO! Hunter Star Pocket 
Placemat 
Finished Size 20½” x 14½”    
 

 
 
 
Fabrics are Soho Solids provided by Timeless Treasures 

 
 
Dress up dinner with these bright placemats.  The traditional 

Hunter Star patches are slightly rearranged in this quick-to-make 

placemat.  Make two triangular patches.  One goes on the quilted 

placemat base.  The second triangular patch is made into a 

pocket, which is placed on top of the quilted base before binding.  

Use the pocket to corral wandering silverware, or as a handy 

stash point for napkins or sweet surprises.   

 
GO!® Dies Used, Number of Shapes to Cut & Fabric 
Requirements  
Note:  Yardages given are for a single placemat.  A set of four 

mix and match placemats requires ½ yard of four coordinating 

fabrics, 1 3/8 yards of backing fabric, 1 3/8 yard of 45” wide 

batting and careful cutting following Cutting Layout A at the end 

of this pattern. 

Fabric 
Color 

Shape GO! Dies Used   Number of Shapes to Cut Fabric 
Required  

Dark 
Green 

Background N/A Cut one rectangle, 13¾” x 14½”.  Cut 
one rectangle, 7¼” x 7¾”.  Cut one 
square, 75/8” x 75/8”.   

1/2 yard 

Dark 
Green 

 

GO! Hunter Star-6” Finished (55166) Cut 1—A diamond and 1—AR 
diamond. 

Yardage 
included 
above 

Medium 
Green 

 

GO! Hunter Star-6” Finished (55166) Cut 1—A diamond and 1—AR 
diamond. 

One rectangle, 
4” x 10¼” 

Dark 
Blue 

 GO! Strip Cutter-2¼” (1¾” Finished) 

(55053)  

Cut 2—2¼” x width of fabric (WOF) 
strips for binding. 

1/4 yard 

Dark 
Blue 

 GO! Hunter Star-6” Finished (55166) Cut 2—B trapezoids. Yardage 
included 
above 
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Dark 
Blue 

 GO! Hunter Star-6” Finished (55166) Cut 2—C triangles. Yardage 
included 
above 

Light 
Blue 

 GO! Hunter Star-6” Finished (55166) Cut 2—B trapezoids Two 
rectangles, 4” 
x 10¼” 

Light 
Blue 

 GO! Hunter Star-6” Finished (55166) Cut 2—C triangles. Yardage 
included 
above 

 
Additional Fabrics Needed 

 Backing—One rectangle, 23” x 17” 

 Batting—One rectangle, 23” x 17" 
 
Sewing Directions 

Note:  Press all seams open and use a ¼” seam allowance unless otherwise 
indicated. 

Make the Half-Blocks 

1. Arrange the A, AR, B and C patches into two half-blocks as shown, making sure 

patch corners are positioned as shown in Diagram 1. 

2. Sew each A or AR patch to the adjacent B patch. 

3. Sew the combined A or AR/B patches to the adjacent edges of the C patch. 

4. Sew the short diagonal seam between the A and AR patches to finish the half 

blocks. 

 Assemble the Placemat 

1. Cut the 7 5/8” square in half diagonally, to make two large triangles as 

shown in Diagram 2. 

2. Place one large triangle and one half-block right sides together, aligning 

the diagonal edges.  Sew the triangle and half-block together along the 

diagonal edge.  Press the seam open.  Join the remaining triangle and 

half-block along the diagonal edge.  Press to set the seam, then fold the 

triangle/half-block wrong sides together along the seam and press as 

shown in Diagram 3.  
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3. With right sides up, layer the folded triangle/half-block on top of the flat block, as 

shown.  Sew the two blocks together along the right side and bottom edge, using 

a 1/8” seam allowance to form the pocket as shown in Diagram 4. 

4. Referring to the Placemat Assembly Diagram, join the 7¼” x 7¾” rectangle to 

the top edge of the pocket unit.  Press the seam allowances toward the 

rectangle.  Join the 13¾” x 14½” rectangle to the left edge of the pocket unit.  

Press the seam allowances toward the rectangle.   

 

Quilting and Finishing 

1. Layer the batting between the placemat top and backing, 

with the wrong sides facing the batting.  Pin or baste layers 

together. 

2. Quilt as desired.  Trim excess batting and backing even 

with the placemat top. 

3. Sew the binding strips together along the short ends, using 

either straight or diagonal seams.  Press the strip in half 

lengthwise, with wrong sides together.  Stitch the binding 

to the quilt front, matching raw edges and mitering corners.  

Fold the binding to the quilt back, encasing the raw edges.  

Hand stich the binding to the quilt back. 
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A set of four mix and match placemats requires ½ yard of four coordinating fabrics, 

1 3/8 yards of backing fabric, 1 3/8 yard of 45” wide batting and careful cutting 

following Cutting Layout A 

 

 


